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Y2K Class Action-Auto Parts Computers

6 Plaintiffs

4 Boxes of Docs

6 Timelines

6 PMK Depositions

6 Settlements
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Bob Jones types 
an email.

An email’s story
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Bob emails it to 
Cindy.

An email’s story
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Copies go to 
iPads and other 
mobile devices.

An email’s story
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Company 
servers have 
copies.

An email’s story
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Gmail servers 
have copies.

An email’s story
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Copies are 
printed and filed.

An email’s story
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A lawsuit is filed.

An email’s story
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Litigation hold 
memos are 
issued.

An email’s story
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Document 
requests go out.

An email’s story
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Documents are 
collected.

An email’s story
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The email 
is found in 
document 
review.

An email’s story
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The email is 
numbered and 
produced.

An email’s story
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The email is used 
at deposition.

An email’s story
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The email is used 
at trial.

An email’s story
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ESI often has data in fields 
-get fields in discovery, and 
use them to sort and filter. 
CaseMap and others take 
fields from Outlook PST 
files / other sources and 
put them in a database.

Tip - capture fields from electronic data
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Copying text from a 
scanned & OCR’d PDF 
will often copy unwanted 
hard returns that mess 
with formatting. Solve this 
by pasting the copied text 
into Word and using the 
find and replace command. 
Search for hard returns (^p) 
and replace with a space.

Tip - use Word to clean up OCR’d PDF text
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Email fields (e.g., Sender, 
Recipient, Date, ...) can 
form the start of your 
privilege log.

Tip - use email fields for privilege log
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Scan files, boxes or folders 
and skip unitizing to the 
document level. Instead, 
scan a whole file as one 
PDF. Capture box and file 
names during scanning.

Tip - make big collections into big PDFs
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Good document naming 
conventions put documents 
at your fingertips. Think 
about how docs will sort, 
identifying docs from the 
name alone, and sharing 
docs with clients/others. 

Tip - name docs for sorting / searching

Date Prefix Names Sort by year-month-day

Trial Exhibits - TX prefix
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Track 
documents as 
they evolve from 
“look at this” 
to produced 
document, 
to deposition 
exhibit to 
trial exhibit 
to admitted 
evidence. Scan 
& track each 
stage and 
have the right 
version at your 
fingertips.

Tip - let docs evolve & have each stage ready
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Electronic productions 
often come in multiple 
TIFFs with load files. If you 
want to take some of these 
TIFFs on the road on your 
laptop, use the“combine 
files in Acrobat” command.

Tip - making PDFs of produced TIFFs
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Scan produced documents, 
pleadings, correspondence, 
etc. and OCR it for 
searching.

Tip - add OCR to search PDFs
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Scan produced documents, pleadings, 
correspondence, etc. and OCR it for 
searching. Ctrl-Shift-F for advanced search 
in one or multiple documents with a nice 
interface for browsing results.

Tip - use advanced search in Acrobat
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A case management database such as 
CaseMap lets you track the relationships 
between evidence, witnesses, events, legal 
research, to-do items, and more.

Tip - use a case management database
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The controls 
in Acrobat’s 
page thumbnail 
view allow 
extracting, 
inserting, 
reordering, 
rotating and 
browsing your 
PDF.

Tip - manipulate PDFs in page view
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Bookmarks in 
large PDFs and 
key documents 
let you navigate to 
important sections 
with a click. 
Highlight text, and 
hit ctrl-b to create 
a bookmark. 
Drag to nest and 
reorder marks.

Tip - bookmark your PDFs to navigate
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First impressions 
of key documents 
matter - if you 
take the time 
to bookmark 
a PDF, set its 
properties to open 
with bookmarks 
showing.

Tip - set initial views of key PDFs
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Acrobat documents can have a layer of 
unseen text. This is what allows searching. It 
also causes bungled redactions.

Tip - understand hidden PDF text layers  

bungled redaction
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Put digital copies of your trial exhibits on your 
laptop to have everything at your fingertips in 
trial. Name the exhibits well (e.g., TX0001, ...) so 
they sort. OCR them for searching. Cooperate 
with the other side to exchange copies to have a 
full set. Put good footers on each page. 
See http://cogentlegal.com/blog/2014/03/organize_trial_exhibits/ for more detail and suggestions.  

Tip - digitally organize your trial exhibits  

http://cogentlegal.com/blog/2014/03/organize_trial_exhibits/
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When gathering and numbering trial exhibits, use 
Better File Rename for naming exhibits.
See http://cogentlegal.com/blog/2014/03/organize_trial_exhibits/ for more detail and suggestions.  

Tip - Better File Rename for bulk file naming  

Better file rename interface 
showing addition of trial 
exhibit numbers

http://cogentlegal.com/blog/2014/03/organize_trial_exhibits/
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Give digital trial exhibit copies to a local copy 
shop for printing during trial. In trial, you often 
need printed sets of exhibits to be used with a 
witness. Each day, email the copy shop with the 
numbers of the exhibits you need the next day.   

Tip - trial exhibit copies to a local printer  
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Track introduced and admitted exhibits on a case 
management database.    

Tip - track trial exhibit rulings on a database  
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Get Excel files 
in native format 
to understand 
formulas, 
comments, 
and cross-
references 
and for useful 
printing.   

Tip - request Excel files in native format  
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Create images 
of on-screen 
documents  
using the 
Snipping Tool in 
Windows. 

Tip - use Snipping Tool for screen capture  
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Make a new PDF or 
add a page to a PDF by 
using Acrobat’s “Create 
PDF from clipboard” 
feature. 

Tip - create PDFs from the clipboard 
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Make a new PDF or 
add a page to a PDF by 
using Acrobat’s “Create 
PDF from clipboard” 
feature. 

Tip - create PDFs from the clipboard 
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Put the evidence and 
law just a click away for 
the court with an e-brief.

Tip - use e-briefs to help the court

Twitter Motion for  Summary Judgment

In The United States District Court
For The Eastern District Of New York

EasyWeb Innovations, LLC,
Plaintiff,

v.

Twitter, Inc.,
Defendant.

Civil Action No. 2:11-cv-04550-jfb-wdw

Filed Under Seal

June 28, 2013 Hearing on Motions for Summary
Judgment and Claim Construction

Hon. Joseph F. Bianco
Jury Trial Demanded

Twitter Hearing Slides

Comparison of 
Internet Archive Declaration
With Previously Produced 

Documents

Twitter MSJ
E-Brief

Download a sample e-brief at http://cogentlegal.com/
blog/2013/07/e-briefs-for-hearing-or-trial-presentation/
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When using 
PowerPoint in 
opening, go 
beyond bullet 
points, and put 
documents 
in context for 
the jury (e.g., a 
timeline).

Tip - documents in opening with PowerPoint

5 

PTO rejects all claims 

Oct 1, 2003 

All claims rejected 

6)           Claim(s) 1-43 is/are rejected. 

10/1/03 Office Action 
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In trial 
presentation 
software (e.g., 
Sanction), show 
the exhibits being 
discussed in 
video deposition 
clips.

Tip - show exhibits with video depo clips
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• How to organize digital copies of your trial exhibits:  
http://cogentlegal.com/blog/2014/03/organize_trial_exhibits/

• How to use databases and weave ESI into the story of your case: 
http://cogentlegal.com/blog/2014/02/weave-esi-fabric-case/

• How to remove hard returns from a PDF:  
http://cogentlegal.com/blog/2014/04/hard-return-cleanup-pdf/

• Techniques for managing e-discovery and evidence in litigation: 
http://cogentlegal.com/blog/2013/09/sipping-from-the-fire-hose/

• Tech tip for easy access and analysis of key case info:  
http://cogentlegal.com/blog/2014/01/tech-tips-for-case-information/

For further reading and additional resources:

http://cogentlegal.com/blog/2014/03/organize_trial_exhibits/
http://cogentlegal.com/blog/2014/02/weave-esi-fabric-case/
http://cogentlegal.com/blog/2014/04/hard-return-cleanup-pdf/
http://cogentlegal.com/blog/2013/09/sipping-from-the-fire-hose/
http://cogentlegal.com/blog/2014/01/tech-tips-for-case-information/
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